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Yogi Bhajan
What Kundalini Is and Why We Need It Kundalini yoga is an accessible practice for sharpening
your mind, finding balance in your daily life, increasing your body's strength, and developing a
connection to the divine. Filled with quick one-, three-, and eleven-minute exercises, this book
is designed to help you begin or embolden your own personal Kundalini practice. Explore
simple breathing techniques to bring the hemispheres of the brain into equilibrium. Work
through postures (also known as asanas) that move your body into proper alignment. Discover
mantras to amplify your intentions and activate the energy center of the chakras as well as
mudras to direct the intention of your practice and create lasting change. In easily digestible
chapters, Erin Elizabeth Downing shares Kundalini basics, nutritional wisdom, tips for
balancing the masculine and feminine energies of the body, and much more. You will discover
more than fifty hands-on practices for specific physical and spiritual needs, such as detoxifying
your body, pushing past blockages, and expanding your vital life-force energy throughout your
body.
Relax and Renew is Guru Rattana's second quintessential compilation of Kundalini Yoga
Kriyas and Meditations from the early teachings of Yogi Bhajan. Yet another invaluable guide
to life and living in the Aquarian Age, this new and updated second edition celebrates the 29th
anniversary of its original publication in 1988.Greatly expanded and adapted to meet the new
challenges of the times, the book's introduction and appendices have also been rewritten,
offering new gems to assist you in making health and healing into a rewarding and spiritual
lifestyle.Still one of Guru Rattana's most popular manuals, Relax and Renew is in daily use by
both teachers and students world-wide. Its impressive range of over 100 Kriyas and
Meditations has also been augmented for increased clarity and comprehension.A detailed
explanation of how to Relax and Renew during your practice of Kundalini Yoga.Powerful
techniques to assist in many specific aspects of health and healing.Same great kriyas and
meditations - the "oldies and goodies" from the early years of Yogi Bhajan's
teachings.Completely revised and updated - from the original typewritten edition!
Premka: White Bird in a Golden Cage is a compelling and beautifully unfolding tale, offering a
haunting look into a teacher/student relationship. This intimate memoir, written by one of Yogi
Bhajan's prized teachers and exalted students, is full of devotion, love, dedication, betrayal,
loss and the healing unification of the self. It also reads as a love letter to a unique time in
history-the '60s in Los Angeles and New Mexico, where love, music, art, spiritual exploration,
often led to self-transformation. As a historical treatise and a spiritual mystery, this book offers
unique insight into the origins of the Western Sikh movement and the proliferation of Yogi
Bhajan's kundalini yoga.
Interest in yoga is at an all-time high, especially among women. Whether readers wish to begin
the practice or are already involved in yoga, this innovative book will help them understand the
unique benefits yoga provides for a woman's health and mental well-being. The authors lead
women of all ages through the health and life cycles specific to females by illustrating the
spiritual and physical advantages of Kundalini yoga, as taught by yoga master Yogi Bhajan.
Hari Khalsa applies ancient wisdom to explain how to determine and enhance one's own
special relationship with the mind, body, and soul. Using his expertise on women's health
issues, Dr. Siebel reveals the scientific basis for yoga's positive effects on the brain. Together,
Dr. Siebel and Hari Khalsa create a dialogue of spiritualism and science, elucidating how every
woman can reap the rewards of yoga for a lifetime.
You have within you a latent energy waiting to transform your life. Known as kundalini, this
legendary power is believed to catalyze spiritual evolution. But is kundalini real? And if so, how
can we engage this energy to awaken our consciousness? For centuries, the secrets of
kundalini have been guarded by masters and buried in esoteric texts around the globe.
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Kundalini Rising brings together 24 illuminating essays by some of today's most prominent
voices to demystify this mysterious phenomenon. From personal accounts and yogic practices,
to brain research and historical perspectives, this compelling anthology weaves together both
the mystical and practical perspectives on the rise of kundalini energy to help support your own
spiritual discovery. Contributors include: Lawrence Edwards, PhD; Bonnie Greenwell, PhD;
Bruce Greyson, MD; Gene Keiffer; Penny Kelly; Gurmukh Kaur Khalsa; Shanti Shanti Kaur
Khalsa, PhD; Sat Bir Singh Khalsa, PhD; Gurucharan Singh Khalsa, PhD; Gopi Krishna; Olga
Louchakova; David Lukoff, PhD; Andrew B. Newberg, PhD; Stuart Perrin; John Selby; Stuart
Sovatsky, PhD; Swami Sivananda Radha; Dorothy Walters, PhD; John White; Whitehawk;
Barbara Harris Whitfield; Charles L. Whitfield, MD; and Ken Wilber.
Mastery is no longer a mystery. Here are the tools you need to balance your chakras,
discipline your mind, clear out the past and renew the present in order to manifest your future.
These 91 kriyas and meditations are organized to facilitate your personal practice and deepen
your experience of the Self. Many of these yoga sets and meditations were selected
specifically for KRI Level Two Teacher Training and can provide you with the tools need to
embody your identity, expand your radiance, strengthen your vitality and resilience, and
determine your destiny as you transition through every age and stage of life. Organized not
only for individual practice but also for Kundalini Yoga teachers, this book can help the yoga
teacher develop workshops, plan thematic 6-week courses, or assign individual sadhanas with
ease. With Transformation: Seeds of Change for the Aquarian Age, a two-volume series:
Mastering the Self and Serving the Infinite, the tools and technologies of Level Two Teacher
Training are at your fingertips.
Arriving in India to get his teeth fixed, Gursant Singh decides he needs a Punjabi wife and
becomes embroiled with Dadaji, Amritsar's notorious marriage broker. When their search for
the perfect bride gets them both thrown into Amritsar's Central Jail, Gursant has to look deep
within himself and question everything he has been taught about the Sikh path - Sikhi.
Gursant's encounters with crooked lawyers, corrupt cops and the enigmatic Indian legal
system lead him from the radiant spirituality of Amritsar's Golden Temple, through labyrinthine
back streets, chaotic lawyers' offices and the Amritsar Police station to the tranquility of an
isolated yoga ashram in the foothills of the Himalayas. On the way, we meet an exotic cast of
characters. Some venal and manipulating, others compassionate and generous; all of whom
bring to life the contradictions, idiosyncrasies and excitement of 21st Century India. Gursant
chronicles his adventures in a fast-moving, warts-and-all style to give the reader a searingly
honest picture of his own spiritual loss of innocence. It was during my time in the Amritsar
Central Jail that I thought of writing this book. As soon as I had Internet access, I began to
research what it might take to create a written record of my experiences. In effect, this book
was created as it happened and certainly before I knew how it would finish. My hope was that I
could help others to learn from my experiences; not only those in India, but also those within
the 3HO spiritual organization to which I devoted thirty years of my life. India can be fun,
entertaining and spiritually inspiring; at the same time it can be harsh and unforgiving,
especially if you fall foul of the law, as I did. The spiritual path of the seeker can provide
endless inspiration and satisfaction. But, like India, it can bring you face to face with your
deepest fears and weaknesses. It is my fervent hope that others will learn from my mistakes
and perhaps deepen their own spiritual experience by reading about what I had to go through.
Thus this book is the story of my spiritual coming of age; my loss of innocence, if you will. I
wish to offer my deepest gratitude to Akal Purkh, Waheguru, the Creator and Sustainer of the
incredible universe in which we live. Let me also give thanks to Guru Nanak Sahib and his nine
illustrious human successors. It is the grace of Guru Nanak that brought me to his teachings
and it was his kindness that enabled me to find the true path of Sikhi. Finally I humbly offer
obeisance to Siri Guru Granth Sahib, the word of God and living Guru for all Sikhs. Gursant
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Singh
Popular medicine.
Life poses many questions. Dying is one of them: What do we do at the moment of death? For
the most part, we deny death. We never really look into the nature of death as a cycle of life.
We never examine our reactions; therefore, we never give ourselves the chance to practice
how to die; as Warrior Saints, gracefully and courageously. Our denial produces either fantasy
or fear in the subconscious, which blocks prosperity and creates dis-ease in our lives and our
relationships. We must learn how to confront the moment of death and determine our Self
within it so that we can 'cross over'. "If a person doesn't know how to die and doesn't know
where the grace is or how to confront that last moment, what is the purpose of life?" -Yogi
Bhajan "Merging with the Infinite" shares quotes and meditations about the many aspects of
death and dying, based on the teaching of Yogi Bhajan.
A fascinating look into our human nature through the eyes of Yogi Bhajan, Master of Kundalini
Yoga. It details the interplay of the positive, negative, and neutral parts of our mind with our
nine aspects and twenty-seven projections. Yogi Bhajan's lectures provide a practical
approach to the Science of Humanology, and encourage you to meditate to enlist your mind as
your friend and servant rather than your master. The meditations apply to the various aspects
we embody, such as Defender, Manager, Artist, Producer, Strategist, Teacher. You can select
from 42 meditations, including: Creating Art by Projecting into the Future; Pursuing the Cycle of
Success; Deep Memory of a Past Projection; Interpretations of All Facets of Life; Pursuing the
Cycle of Artistic Attributes; and Creating Art by Environmental Effects.
Unleash your potential to live the life you’ve always wanted. Kundalini yoga engages your
unique sources of energy—those that empower your spirit as well as your body. Drawing from
the riches of ancient yogic tradition, The Kundalini Yoga Experience offers a system of physical
poses, breathing techniques, and focused meditations that, when practiced together, will bring
you increased physical health and strength, emotional balance, and a deeper sense of your
own spirituality. With regular practice, you'll be surprised at how strong, healthy, and fulfilled
you feel. Experiencing the power of Kundalini is your birthright—embrace it!
The 21 Stages of Meditation clarifies the process and outlines the steps toward your own
progress in meditation. Defined by Yogi Bhajan and elucidated by Gurucharan Singh, "The 21
Stages of Meditation" is a key work in deepening your understanding and experience of
meditation. Ranging from Upset and Boredom to Humility, Graceful Enlightenment and the
Sage, explore these stages and the three distinct meditative journeys, which culminate in the
pinnacle of contemplative awareness, the Stage 21st, also described as The Infinite Pulse.
This is an essential book for those interested in deepening their process of meditation and their
experience with Jappa Yoga.The teachings presented in this book have been developed with
love and care and genuine reverence. Yogi Bhajan said, "Now we are entering the Age of
Aquarius and we have to have the science of mind totally brought into a geometry so that you
can understand this is depression, this is expression; this is what you are doing and this is
what you have to do. So for that reason, we are trying to create all this work for you." Every
living thing has its own time to grow from a seed to its innate maturity. May it provide a
foundation for elevation and enlightenment to all who love meditation.
This book is the first ever comprehensive yoga textbook that meets the American Yoga
Alliance standard for yoga teachers. The book follows the Yoga Alliance syllabus and includes
the required major components.
The practice of Kundalini yoga aims to unlock and awaken the radiant transformative energy
that exists within every person. This book is the perfect introduction to the fundamentals of a
Kundalini practice. Taught for thousands of years and brought to the West by Yogi Bhajan,
Kundalini is a powerful mind-body style of yoga. When practiced regularly, Kundalini yoga can
strengthen the nervous system, balance the glandular system, and harness the energy of the
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mind, emotions, and body, and is surprisingly simple to learn. While general yoga technique
focuses on exercise postures and breathing, Kundalini takes the process a step further by
integrating yoga into everyday life activities. This definitive guide, fully illustrated with
photographs, is an accessible introduction to the ancient practice of Kundalini yoga, with
information on poses and positions, diet and lifestyle, breathing and stretching techniques,
chanting and meditation exercises, and general guidelines that can help anyone—beginner or
advanced—gain the greatest benefit from the practice of yoga.
This book is for every student of Truth. Whatever path you have chosen, it will give you an
understanding of the true meaning of mastery. The yoga exercises and meditations in this
book will challenge and revitalize you.

Kundalini Yoga as taught by Yogi Bhajan®"The Kundalini is known as the nerve of the
soul. This is to be awakened. Your soul is to be awakened. When soul gets awakened,
there remains nothing... If your soul is awakened, what else do you need?"- Yogi
Bhajan.Kundalini Yoga is an oral tradition dating back hundreds if not thousands of
years. In the early 1970's, when this ancient technology was being presented, students
would patiently wait to hear from fellow students and teachers what Yogi Bhajan had
just taught. Students took notes, made drawings and passed them on... In a certain
sense it was revolutionary that this sacred, once secret science was being recorded
and distributed. Never, in history, had this been done before.It was very exciting when a
Kriya-write up, manual or a "Beads of Truth"-magazine became available and when the
Meditation Manual for Intermediate Students was published and distributed, it was a
revelation. So many amazing Kriyas! It felt like as long as one had this manual, one
could practice Kundalini Yoga for the rest of the life. It was like having the security of a
treasure that would never diminish or get old.This wonderful book: KRIYA - Yoga Sets,
Meditations & Classic Kriyas contains many of the Kriyas from the Meditation Manual
for Intermediate Students as well as many previously unpublished Kriyas from that era.
Some of the models in the book are children of original student-teachers of Yogi
Bhajan...You will enjoy these effective and powerful Kundalini Yoga Kriyas. By
practicing them, you can uplift yourself and inspire yourself to try some of these again
and again!KRIYA - Yoga Sets, Meditations & Classic Kriyas from the Early Teachings
of Yogi Bhajan contains:Challenging physical Kundalini Yoga Kriyas from the 1970s
and 1980sMore than 100 Meditations, including Visualizations, Praanayams, Silent
Meditations, and Meditations with MantraIncludes Material from the Meditation Manual
for Intermediate Students, K.R.I.Y.A., Under the Blue Skies, and more!
The manual Self Experience, Kundalini Yoga as Taught by Yogi Bhajan, shares 20
yoga sets and 15 Meditations to help you experience your highest Self. Yoga means
"union." It is the experience of Infinity in our own finite form. Kundalini Yoga offers us
the discipline through which our self can experience our Self. It is a path that will lead
us onward to find the bliss that is at the core of being human. It is the Divine Circle of
life that the soul longs for the experience of the Creation through its human life and the
human longs to merge again with Infinity. It is the Union of the self and the Self that we
seek and that, paradoxically, can make us fully human.The manual Self Experience,
Kundalini Yoga as Taught by Yogi Bhajan, shares 20 yoga sets and 15 Meditations to
help you experience your highest Self. Between the yoga sets and meditations in this
manual are yoga set to Work on the Hypothalamus, Work on the Psyche Through The
Spine; The Sun Wheel Meditation; Preparing Yourself Physically, Mentally & Spiritually;
Experiencing the Psyche, Healing the Physical, Mental and Spiritual Bodies; Relief from
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Stress and Strengthen Intuitive Projection.
This powerful book of blessings and prayers, shared by Yogi Bhajan, provides daily
inspirations and guidance for all people of spirit. Read and feel these blessings! They
are uplifting, timeless and universal.Back in the days, Yogi Bhajan used to close every
class with his palms together and offer a prayer or blessing. Many of these beautiful
and inspiring prayers are collected in Blessings - the Power of Prayer, a powerful book
of uplifting, timeless, and universal blessings, affirmations and prayers. It provides daily
inspirations and guidance for all people of spirit. Yogi Bhajan gave these inspirational
blessings and prayers as a prelude to the heart-centered bow to one's own higher self,
that was done at the end of every Kundalini Yoga class. The prayers are spoken from
the heart and are simple and spontaneous. You can read one per day as a daily
inspiration. If you are a Yoga teacher, this Blessings - the Power of Prayer provides a
wealth of blessings organized in topics that you can match to your class. They are truly
a source of support and inspiration for anyone at any time.Yogi Bhajan was a teacher,
visionary, leader, and pioneer in many fields. His deep and compassionate insight into
the human condition inspired thousands. He established many spiritual and yoga
institutions, like KRI, 3HO, and Sikh Dharma International.
For more than 30 years, Yoga Journal has been helping readers achieve the balance
and well-being they seek in their everyday lives. With every issue,Yoga Journal strives
to inform and empower readers to make lifestyle choices that are healthy for their
bodies and minds. We are dedicated to providing in-depth, thoughtful editorial on topics
such as yoga, food, nutrition, fitness, wellness, travel, and fashion and beauty.
From acclaimed yoga teacher Guru Jagat comes a wildly cool, practical, and beautifully
illustrated guide to applying the simple and super-effective technology of Kundalini
Yoga and Meditation to everyday life, upgrading your "operating system" inside and out.
With Invincible Living, Guru Jagat shares a radical way of understanding yoga—not just
as something to do in practice, but as a broader principle for living. Candid,
encouraging, and irreverent, Guru Jagat shows how Kundalini Yoga—which forgoes
complex poses for energy-boosting, breath-driven exercises, quick meditations, and
simple poses most of which you can do at your desk—can reset your life and well-being,
regardless of your age or background. Designed explicitly for everyday people, not
ashram-going or gym-bodied yogis, fast, effective Kundalini techniques can be done
anywhere, from the car to the conference room. There’s no need to have a bendy back
or toned arms. You don’t even need a mat: just a quiet space to clear your head, and
as little as a minute out of your day. From beauty and self-care to work and
relationships, Invincible Living tackles both the mind—from mood elevation and stress
reduction to renewed mental clarity—and the body—from anti-aging, and increased
metabolism to amped up energy. Packed with tips, exercises, and step-by-step
instructions and fully photographed and illustrated in Guru Jagat’s fresh, handmademeets-hipster style, Invincible Living is fresh take on ancient wisdom: a must-have
guide for anyone who wants simple, effective, tools for a supercharged life as taught by
a uniquely compelling teacher who upends all preconceptions about yoga. Invincible
Living includes 100 color photographs and illustrations.

The Teachings of Yogi BhajanE P DuttonPremka: White Bird in a Golden Cage:
My Life with Yogi Bhajan
Pop Culture Yoga: A Communication Remix was born out of a series of questions
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about the paradoxical nature of yoga: How do individuals and groups define
yoga? What does it mean to "practice yoga", and what does this practice involve?
What are some of the most important principles, guidelines, or philosophical
tenets of yoga that shape people's definitions and practices? Who has the power
and authority to define yoga? What are the limits, if any, of shared definitions of
yoga? Kristen C. Blinne explores the myriad ways "yoga" is communicatively
constructed and defined in and through popular culture in the United States. In
doing so, Blinne offers insight into the many identity work processes in play in the
construction of yoga categories, illuminating how individuals' and groups' words
and actions represent practices of claiming--part of a complex communicative
process centered around membership categorization--based on a range of
authenticity discourses. Employing popular culture writing styles, Blinne
ultimately contends that the majority of yoga styles practiced in the United States
are remixes that can be classified as pop culture yoga, a distinct way of
understanding this complex phenomenon.
Like a candle emits light, a human emits prosperity. With more than 40 kriyas and
meditations, Success and the Spirit gives you the practical techniques you need
to become more peaceful, more bountiful, more joyous, and more giving. The
book focuses on how to understand prosperity in relationship to your own spirit.
Success and the Spirit: An Aquarian Path to Abundance compiles a collection of
Yogi Bhajan's lectures on how prosperity is a natural expression of the human
spirit; how the soul and the Creator work in harmony with each other to create
success in life on all levels; and how our own fears and limitations block us from
living our destiny. Yogi Bhajan was a unique being who learned, mastered, and
shared the ancient practices of Kundalini Yoga. In addition, he communicated the
essence of Sikh Dharma in a universal and Aquarian way. In his teachings, these
subjects worked together seamlessly. You will see the same intermingling of
teachings, stories, and techniques from Sikh Dharma and Kundalini Yoga within
this collection.
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